VICTIMS OF VIOLENT CRIME MAY
FACE COMPENSATION BLOW

23 April, 2009

NEW APPOINTMENTS ANNOUNCED AT ASSOCIATION OF PERSONAL INJURY
LAWYERS
June 2008

Two leading lights within the personal injury industry will take their places on the
national executive committee of the Association of Personal Injury Lawyers (APIL)
today (23 April).
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unions. He is recognised by both “Chambers” and “The Legal 500” as ones of Wales’
leading claimant personal Injury lawyers.
“Compensating our victims of violent crime should not be just a token gesture,” said Stephen. “The
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serve a second term years later. Nigel Tomkins, former associate professor of civil
litigation with the College of Law, was a member of the committee between 19961999. An independent training and legal consultant, Nigel has more than thirty years’
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With violent crime in Northern Ireland rising by nine per cent over the past ten years, Stephen says the
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need for adequate levels of compensation has never been greater.

For more information, please contact Lisa Wardle. Press & PR Officer, APIL, t: 0115
9388715, or email: lisa.wardle@apil.org.uk
so to cut them even further is unthinkable. What message is this sending to the innocent people
whose lives are ruined through violent crimes?,” Stephen said.

